
 

  

DAYTONA MILTON KEYNES 

INKART CHAMPIONSHIP 2013 

ROUND 7 – 11
TH

 AUGUST 

INTERNATIONAL 

JUNIOR 

Heat 1 

Tyler Parslow led the way in the first junior heat of the day with Stephen Netting and Owen Pearce following in 

second and third place for the first 2 laps.  Stephen then moved into position and took first place around turn 

10 of the 3
rd

 lap.  Stephen and Tyler were battling throughout the first heat and changing position lap by lap.  

Tyler came out on top after 6 laps and lead the closely packed heat.  Diego made a fantastic move through the 

inside of turn 10 whilst Dan Bull and Owen Pearce were hustling for position and took advantage of this to 

sneak in front.  Dan Bull moved past Diego Lopez around turn 6 as he moved through the inside of the turn on 

a better line.  Stephen and Dan had side by side contact going through turn 8 and Stephen span out – a racing 

incident unfortunately dropped him to the 

back of the field.  Tyler took the win with Dan 

Bull and Diego Lopez in third. 

Heat 2 

Diego Lopez started off in front until Dan took 

the lead from him at turn 10 on the 3
rd

 lap, 

Tyler followed in third place and Owen in 

fourth followed by Stephen in fifth.  Diego 

and Dan were having a great battle and really 

showing some excellent driving out on track.  

Tyler almost had a go at getting past Diego 

he  he a  ide ut ould ’t hold it a d 
Diego held on.  It finished with Dan in first, Diego second and Tyler Parslow third. 

Heat 3 

Owen Pearce and Diego Lopez led the way in the final junior heat, Stephen Netting was in third until Dan Bull 

moved past him to take position on the fourth lap.  The top 4 drivers were battling and changing position for 

the entire heat.  Diego ended out on top with Dan and Tyler in second and third.  Owen Pearce managed to 

squeeze through into first place but when he was out front used repeated and excessive blocking to hold off 

the opposition, this resulted in a black flag and a lap deduction. 

Final 

Dan Bull held pole position followed by Diego Lopez, Owen Pearce, Tyler Parslow and then Stephen Netting.  

Dan and Diego continued their normal fashion of battling neck and neck for the entire round and it was clear 

that the final was no different.  Stephen Netting managed to squeeze past Owen and Tyler whilst they were 



 

  

fighting for position and used this as a distraction.  There was still nothing in it between Dan and Diego as they 

entered their 10
th

 lap, less than 0.3 seconds and this meant that any slight mistake from the leader could give 

up position.  As the drivers rounded the final corner Dan and Diego literally had nothing between them, but 

Dan just managed to hold on and come away with the race win and take the trophy home.  Diego came in 

second and Stephen Netting in third. 

 

LIGHT 

Heat 1 

Emilio makes his move straight away to sneak past Robert 

Greenhough at turn 2 on the first lap.  Sebastian and Matt 

lead the way to begin with but Matt Cooley dropped back 

leaving room for Robert to squeeze past him and Emilio to 

gain second place on the second lap.  Holger and Fredrick 

both span out on the first lap dropping down to the 

bottom of the grid.  Sam Barclay span at turn 7 also 

dropping down to the bottom of the pack.  Emilio and 

Sebastian clashed and fell down to 5
th

 and 6
th

, Emilio was 

given a warning as Harry Law and Matt Cooley took first 

and second.  Charlie Fenton came out of the middle of the 

grid to find himself in 4
th

 place and only a second behind third with 2 minutes to go leaving a tough task ahead 

to get in the top 3.  Harry Law took the flag followed by Matt Cooley and Robert Greenhough in second and 

third. 

Heat 2 

After a messy start, the heat was restarted after being gridded up on the back straight.  Alex Gallagher-Lynch 

span out and lost position to the bottom of the grid.  Sebastian moved past Emilio on the inside of turn 4 to 

take fourth position.  Aaron Kidd and Sam Barclay lead the way with Sebastian now in third place and Emilio in 

fourth after Harry Law lost out. Emilio, Sebastian and Harry were having a fantastic battle through the entire 

race, Harry Law tried to barge through but lost out and fell down to 10
th

.  Sebastian moved into second over 

Sam Barclay, Matt Cooley and Emilio moved past Charlie Fenton to take fourth and fifth as Charlie fell down 

the order. Sebastian took first place from Aaron as he moved down into third place when Matt Cooley moved 

into second place.  Sebastian took a fantastic win with Matt Cooley second and Aaron third place. 



 

  

Heat 3 

Harry Law, George Wilson and Matt Cooley led the 

way in first, second and third.  Sebastian was 

knocked back down the grid and started his climb 

back up managing to reach seventh after four laps.  

Robert, Emilio, Aaron and Sebastian were closely 

pa ked i  the iddle of the heat ut ould ’t keep 
up with the top 3 drivers.  Harry Law, Matt Cooley 

and Robert Greenhough all passed George Wilson 

after he made an error and ran wide.  It finished 

the same way as we moved on to the final. 

Final 

Matthew Mills makes the first move of the day and loses position from 11
th

 place.  Harry Law, Matt Cooley and 

George Wilson held the top three positions going into the third lap.  Sebastian had been driving well all day 

and looked to progress further as he moved into third place and began chase to first and second.  Harry and 

George still held strong at the front with the changing positions occurring halfway down the field with Emilio 

and Charlie swapping around with some close and tight driving.  Aaron Kidd led the middle pack with Matt 

Cooley still in front by 6 seconds in fourth place.  Harry looked to have the final all sown up as he entered his 

last lap 2.321 seconds in front of second placed George Wilson and then Sebastian followed in third.  They 

crossed the line in this order and Matt Cooley just missed out by less than half a second. 

 

HEAVY 



 

  

Heat 1 

Mindaugas span on the first lap at turn 2.  Jaime 

Trivino moved past Paul Mills through turn 6 as 

he looked to move up the field.  Wayne Robson 

and Gary Mills lead the way followed by Adrian 

with less than 1.5 seconds between them after 

3 laps.  Stuart Shearman gained 3
rd

 place along 

the back straight and on the inside of turn 9 

ahead of Adrian.  Luke Plummer held strong in 

the middle without too much change in position 

and Wayne began to extend his lead to over 4 

seconds after 5 laps.  Jaime Trivino managed to 

get past the steady Luke Plummer on the same 

lap, pushing himself into fifth place but almost 2 seconds behind Adrian in fourth.  Stuart Shearman slipped 

through on the inside of turn 4 to gain second place over Gary Mills.  Jaime was closing in on the leaders and 

made up over 1.5 seconds on the 8
th

 lap.  Wayne was still going strong and led the way with ease, while Jaime 

Trivino took fourth place from Adrian on turn 8 of the final lap.  It finished with Wayne in first, Stuart second 

and Gary third. 

Heat 2 

Jaime Trivino started on pole with Paul Mills in second, until Paul took him on turn 2 of the first lap.  Stuart 

Shearman held strong in third as Gary Mills moved into first from fifth place on the opening lap with some 

excellent driving.  Wayne was close on Stuart’s tail and looked to start closing him down.  Jaime took 1
st

 

around turn 9 and then lost out on turn 10 to Stuart and Gary.  Adrian then went past Jaime and Stuart on the 

4
th

 lap to move into second place showing some serious speed.  The top 5 drivers were really having an 

awesome battle out there with lots of experience and speedy drivers coming together.  Wayne Robson took 

the flag followed by Stuart then Adrian in second and third. 

Heat 3 

Paul Mills span out at turn 4 after a driver error and dropped down the order,  Stuart Shearman took second 

place through the inside of turn 8 on the same lap.  Adrian led the way with a 0.7 second gap over Stuart.  That 

was until the fourth lap when Stuart moved slyly past Adrian to take the lead. Gary Mills and Jaime Trivino 

were close by in third and fourth.  Mindaugas ran wide and lost position to drop down the field.  Wayne 

ould ’t uite get his usual speed i  this race and held back in fifth.  

  



 

  

Final 

Stuart Shearman started first with Wayne in second and Adrian third.  Jaime Trivino moved up and down the 

g id a u e  of ti es o  the fi st lap a d a e out i  fifth afte  1 lap.  Way e e t fo  a gap that as ’t 
there and landed in fourth place after 2 laps, but in true Wayne style managed to squeeze back up into second 

place.  Adrian took first place and built a 3.3 second lead after 7 laps.  Jaime Trivino managed to find himself 

up in third position with some determined driving followed by Luke Plummer in fourth and Paul Mills in fifth.  

Stuart Shearman and Gary Mills were both black flagged for advantage by contact and excessive force for Gary 

afte  he etaliated to Stua t’s ea lie  offe e.  Jai e T i i o just a aged to get past Way e to get i to se o d 
place but was then black flagged for excessive kerbing as he overtook.  Wayne then retook second place and 

Luke Plummer jumped into third.  It finished with Adrian first, Wayne second and Luke third. 

 


